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Food Cults Wayne State University Press
Once synonymous with food novelty,
gelatin has re-emerged as an attentiongrabbing element of creative cuisine and
avant-garde drinkology. Ken Albala's most
fearless food exploration yet takes readers
into the sublime world of aspics past and
present. Blending history with his
trademark zeal for experimentation, Albala
traces gelatin's ever-changing fortunes
alongside one-of-a-kind recipes that inspire,
delight, and terrify as only jello can do.
Gelatin's wondrous arrival in the medieval
era was part of a technological watershed.
Today, it reflects our high-tech zeitgeist.
Albala encourages readers to celebrate
gelatin's return with advice on creating a
base and making silicone molds while his
outrageous original creations dare you to
add some jiggle to breakfast (Eggs Benedict
in Champagne Jello), a nightcap (Froot
Loop Negroni), or any culinary moment in
between. A lighthearted manifesto for the
new age of aspics, The Great Gelatin
Revival rattles our very understanding of
what food can be.
Pot in Pans AltaMira Press
Every day, noodle shops around the globe ladle
out quick meals that fuel our go-go lives. But
Ken Albala has a mission: to get YOU in the
kitchen making noodle soup. This primer offers
the recipes and techniques for mastering quickslurper staples and luxurious from-scratch feasts.
Albala made a different noodle soup every day
for two years. His obsession yielded all you need
to know about making stock bases, using dried
or fresh noodles, and choosing from a huge
variety of garnishes, flavorings, and
accompaniments. He lays out innovative
techniques for mixing and matching bases and
noodles with grains, vegetables, and other
ingredients drawn from an international array of
cuisines. In addition to recipes both cutting edge
and classic, Alabala describes new soup
discoveries he created along the way. There's

advice on utensils, cooking tools, and the oftand various institutional settings. Their
overlooked necessity of matching a soup to the insistence on careful measurement
proper bowl. Finally, he sprinkles in charming
resulted in a substantial body of
historical details that cover everything from
detailed reports on the eating habits of
ancient Chinese millet noodles to that off-brand ordinary people. This work sheds new
Malaysian ramen at the back of the ethnic grocery light on what most Americans were
store. Filled with more than seventy color photos cooking and eating during the Gilded
and one hundred recipes, A World of Noodle
Age.
Soup is an indispensable guide for cooking,
The Routledge History of Food Rowman
& Littlefield
eating, and loving a universal favorite.
To Eat or Not To Eat Meat Rowman & Littlefield
New Orleans’ celebrated status derives in large
measure from its incredibly rich food culture,
based mainly on Creole and Cajun traditions. At
last, this world-class destination has its own food
biography.

New Orleans Rowman & Littlefield
This “living” text provides readers with
a solid understanding of the three
cuisines that have had the greatest
impact on the globe historically. Deep
knowledge of Italian, Mexican, and
Chinese cuisines illuminates many of
the great historical themes of the past
10,000 years as well as why we eat the
way we do today.
Man Bites Dog: Hot Dog Culture in
America Rowman & Littlefield
The Gilded Age is renowned for a
variety of reasons, including its
culture of conspicuous consumption
among the newly rich. In the domain
of food, conspicuous consumption
manifested itself in appetites for
expensive dishes and lavish dinner
parties. These received ample
publicity at the time, resulting later on
in well-developed historical depictions
of upper-class eating habits. This
book delves into the eating habits of
people of lesser means. Concerning
the African American community, the
working class, the impoverished,
immigrants, and others our historical
representations have been relatively
superficial. The author changes that
by turning to the late nineteenth
century’s infant science of nutrition
for a look at eating and drinking
through the lens of the earliest food
consumption studies conducted in the
United States. These were undertaken
by scientists, mostly chemists, who
left their laboratories to observe food
consumption in kitchens, dining rooms,

The Food History Almanac, covering 365
days of the year, is chock full of
information and anecdotes relating to
food history from around the world from
medieval times to the present.

Cook, Taste, Learn Rowman &
Littlefield
Beyond being just fuel for the body,
food carries symbolic importance
used to define individuals,
situations, and places, making it an
ideal communication tool. In musical
theater, food can be used as a
shortcut to tell the audience more
about a setting, character, or
situation. Because everyone relates
to eating, food can also be used to
evoke empathy, amusement, or
shock from the audience. In some
cases, food is central to show’s
plot. This book looks at popular
musical theater shows to examine
which foods are used, how they are
used, why they are important, and
how the food or usage relates to
the broader world. Included are
recipes for many of the foods that
are significant in the shows
discussed.
New Orleans Rowman & Littlefield
Social media platforms have quickly
become integral to most people’s
lives, both privately and
professionally. This is the first
book to illuminate the trend of
relying on social media in the food
world. Engaging in social media is
fun, but it is also rapidly becoming
the platform for self-promotion and
branding. This entertaining
narrative offers an historical
account of the major changes
brought about by the Internet and
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creating community in Bagdad Caf , heavily spiced and colored cuisine of
also explores the polarities that
while in chapter 4 they take a close
the Middle Ages and classical French
underlie the challenges of
look at 301/302, in which food is used haut cuisine. This development
adaptation, including exclusivity
involved increasing use dairy products,
versus democracy, professionalism to mount social critique. Chapter 5
focuses on cannibal films, showing
a move toward lighter meats such as
versus amateurism, and business
how the foodways paradigm unlocks
veal and chicken, increasing
versus pleasure. Loaded with
the implications of films that dramatize identification of national food customs,
insight into the current scene, it
one of society's greatest food taboos. more sweetness and aromatics, and a
discusses controversies such as
In chapter 6, the authors demonstrate refined aesthetic sense, surprisingly in
celebrity chefs’ tweeting wars,
ways that insights generated by the
line with the late Renaissance styles
ethics and the accusations of
foodways lens can enrich genre and
found in other arts.
plagiarizing of recipes, and etiquette auteur studies. Chapter 7 considers
A Taste of Broadway AltaMira Press
Pot in Pans is a comprehensive history of
concerning the practice of
documentaries about food and water
photographing a meal to blog about resources, while chapter 8 examines cannabis as a unique culinary ingredient,
it. Food and Social Media will appeal food documentaries that slip through from ancient India and Persia to today’s
the cracks of film censorship by going explosive new market. Cannabis, the
to anyone with an interest in food
hottest new global food trend, has been
into exhibition without an MPAA
and media as well as those who
providing humans with nutrition,
enjoy using any of the social media rating. Finally, in chapter 9, the
medicine, and solace – against all odds –
authors
study
films
from
several
since the earliest cavepeople discovered
formats, including blogs, Yelp,
national cinemas to explore the
its powers.
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and
intersection of food, gender, and
Eating Together AltaMira Press
more, to participate in a digital food
ethnicity. Four appendices provide
Renaissance Italy’s art, literature,
community.
insights from a food stylist, a selected
and culture continue to fascinate.
Appetites and Anxieties Rowman &
filmography of fiction films and a
Littlefield
The domestic life has been
filmography of documentaries that
This enlightening collection of essays
examined more in recent years, and
feature foodways components, and a
from expert scholars examines the idea
this book reveals the preparation,
list of selected works in food and
of food nomadism and food nomads.
eating, and the sociability of dining
cultural studies.
Looking at the role of mobility and the
in Renaissance Italy. It takes
Italian - Mexican and Chinese
influence of food manufacturers and
readers behind the scenes to the
related industries, they reveal the
Cookbook Rowman & Littlefield
complexities of this intriguing subject.
Renaissance kitchen and dining
Publishers
Wild Food Rowman & Littlefield
room, where everyday meals as
The 2004 Symposium on Wild
Cinema is a mosaic of memorable food
well as lavish banquets were
Food: Hunters and Gatherers
scenes. Detectives drink alone.
prepared and consumed. Katherine
received a large number of
Gangsters talk with their mouths full.
McIver considers the design,
excellent papers.
Families around the world argue at
equipment, and location of the
dinner. Food documentaries challenge As Long As We Both Shall Eat
kitchen and food prep and storage
popular consumption-centered visions. Rowman & Littlefield
rooms in both middle-class homes
A collection of Italian, Mexican, and
In Appetites and Anxieties: Food,
Chinese recipes presented in easy to and grand country estates. The
Film, and the Politics of
follow instructions and illustrated with diner’s room, the orchestration of
Representation, authors Cynthia
color photographs.
dining, and the theatrical
Baron, Diane Carson, and Mark
Nazi
Hunger
Politics
Rowman
&
experience of dining are detailed as
Bernard use a foodways paradigm,
Littlefield
well, all in the context of the
drawn from the fields of folklore and
Urban Foodways and
cultural anthropology, to illuminate
renowned food and architectural
film's cultural and material politics. In Communication is a collection of
scholars of the day.
ethnographic
case
studies
that
looking at how films do and do not
Prison Food in America Rowman &
represent food procurement,
examine urban foodways around
Littlefield
preparation, presentation,
the world as forms of human
New Orleans celebrated status
consumption, clean-up, and disposal,
communication and intangible
derives in large measure from its
the authors bring the pleasures,
cultural heritage.
incredibly rich food culture, based
dangers, and implications of
Small Batch Rowman & Littlefield
mainly on Creole and Cajun
consumption to center stage. In nine
The importance of the banquet in the traditions. At last, this world-class
chapters, Baron, Carson, and Bernard late Renaissance is impossible to
destination has its own food
consider food in fiction films and
overlook. Banquets showcased a
biography."
documentaries-from both American
host’s wealth and power, provided an
Food, Health, and Culture in Latino
and international cinema. The first
occasion for nobles from distant
Los Angeles Altamira Press
chapter examines film practice from
places to gather together, and even
the foodways perspective, supplying a served as a form of political
Pigs, Pork, andHeartland Hogs is an
foundation for the collection of case
engaging celebration of the
propaganda. But what was it really
studies that follow. Chapter 2 takes a like to cater to the tastes and habits of 12,000-year connection between
political economy approach as it
high society at the banquets of nobles, humans and the world’s most
examines the food industry and the
royalty, and popes? What did they eat commonly consumed meat: pork.
film industry's policies that determine and how did they eat it? In The
Throughout history, pigs shaped
representations of food in film. In
Banquet, Ken Albala covers the
cultures and cuisines. Introduced
chapter 3, the authors explore food
transitional period between the
into the Americas, they changed
and food interactions as a means for
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lives and, in time, helped define the community and school gardens, urban
farms, and new neighborhood markets
Midwest, reflecting the region’s
that work to address the inequalities in
diversity and abundance.
Noodle Soup Rowman & Littlefield
Whether you call them franks,
wieners, or red hots, hot dogs are as
American as apple pie—but how did
these little links become icons of
American culture? Man Bites Dog
explores the almighty hot dog through
history, culture, styles, and even the
people who made them famous.
Loaded with stunning color photos by
Patty Carroll, descriptions of
neighborhood venues and flashy
pushcarts from New York to Los
Angeles, and recipes for cooking up
hot dog heaven at home, this book is
the ultimate source—informative, fun,
and tasty—on the role of hot dogs in
American culture.

access and affordability for Latino
residents. By making the connection
between Latino food culture and the
Latino communities’ food related health
issues, this study approaches the issue
from a unique perspective.

Three World Cuisines OSU Press
Horning Visiting Sch
Contemporary Los Angeles can
increasingly be considered a part of Latin
America. Only 200 miles from the border
with Mexico, it has the largest, most
diverse population of Latinos in the
United States—and reportedly the second
largest population of Mexicans outside of
Mexico City. It also has one of the most
diverse representations of Latino
gastronomy in the United States,
featuring the cuisine of nearly every
region of Mexico, countries such as Peru,
Argentina, Guatemala and El Salvador, as
well as an incredible variety of AsianLatin fusion cuisine. Despite the
expansion of Latino cuisine's popularity
in Los Angeles and the celebrity of many
Latino chefs, there is a stark divide
between what is available at restaurants
and food trucks and what is available to
many low-income, urban Latinos who live
in food deserts. In these areas, access to
healthy, affordable, culturally appropriate
foods is a daily challenge. Food-related
diseases, particularly diabetes and
obesity, plague these communities. In the
face of this crisis, grassroots
organizations, policy-makers and local
residents are working to improve access
and affordability through a growing
embrace of traditional cuisine, an
emergent interest in the farm-to-table
movement, and the work of local
organizations. Angelinos are creating
alternatives to the industrial food system
that offer hope for Latino food culture
and health in Los Angeles and beyond.
This book provides an overview of
contemporary L.A.’s Latino food culture,
introducing some of the most important
chefs in the Latino food scene, and
discussing the history and impact of
Latino street food on culinary variety in
Los Angeles. Along with food culture, the
book also discusses alternative sources
of healthy food for low-income
communities: farmers markets,
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